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Behind the scenes of this year's Spring Weekend 
MAGGIE ELIAS '17 
FEATURES EDITOR 
After a wonderful 
Spring Weekend, I met 
with Griffin Hunt '17, a 
member of Trinity Col-
lege Barnyard Enter-
tainment (TCBE) com-
mittee. This year, Hunt 
was the Chair of Design, 
and for Spring Weekend, 
he served as the Direc· 
tor of Artist Hospitality. 
We met briefly to dis-
cuss TCBE's hard work 
that went into the en -
joyable weekend, their 
successes over the 2014-
2015 academic year, 
and what the committee 
hopes to see in the future. 
Margaret Anne Elias 
(MAE): How do you go 
about choosing an art-
ist for Spring Weekend? 
Griffin Hunt (GH): 
We start thinking about 
-p eekend and 
the artists in November 
COURTESY OF facebook.com 
This year's Spring Weekend concert headlined Norwegian DJ, Kygo with opening artist Fashawn. 
and try to sign the art-
ist through a third par· 
ty booking agent shortly 
after Winter Break. We 
send out a survey to the 
student body to deter-
mine which genre people 
prefer, and we try our best 
to adhere to that. This 
year, the survey results 
told us people wanted 
EDM and Rap/Hip-Hop, 
and we were able to meet 
both requests by bringing 
both Kygo and Fasha wn. 
MAE: What is involved 
in the planning pro· 
cess of spring weekend? 




more, our faculty advisor) 
help to plan Spring Week-
end - designing shirts, 
organizing security, book-
ing vendors for the carni-
val, fabricating backstage 
passes, ensuring we meet 
contractual obligations, 
and dozens of other sig-
nificant duties. While 
tons of planning goes 
• into the months, weeks, 
and days before the con· 
cert, it all comes together 
in the hours leading up 
to Saturday's concerts. 
Barnyard meets our pro-
duction company at 8 
a.m. on Saturday to hoist 
500 pound cases of gear 
onto stage and assemble 
see TCBE on page 8 
Film Department to host Trin- Professor named 2015 
ity' s first Shorts Film Festival Guggenheim Fellow 
the introductory level to will leave festival-goers 
films from advanced film- wondering what will come 
ANDREW HATCH '17 
STAFF WRITER 
Show your shorts-
films that is! This Thurs-
day, the Trinity College 
Film Department will host 
the first annual Shorts 
Film Festival at Cinestu -
dio at 7:30 p.m. Contain-
ing exclusively Trinity 
student productions, the 
submissions range from 
making classes and even 
a senior thesis project. 
The festival contains a 
vast array of films. The 
short films accepted vary 
in subject matter from 
topical and humorous, to 
deep and passionate. The 
great variation in both 
production style and over-
all theme of the pieces 
next. 
While reviewing sub-
missions, I was truly im-
pressed by the level of 
professionalism of the 
submitted films. It is re-
markable that a small 
school like Trinity can 
boast such a large pool 
see SHORTS on page 10 
NICO NAGLE '17 
STAFF WRITER 
It is the ultimate intel-
lectual leap of faith to be-
stow belief in someone's 
ability to influence not 
only the contemporary 
Zeitgeist, but also those 
to come. Every year since 
1925, the John Simon 
Guggenheim Memorial 
Foundation has given out 
several grants to those 
"who have demonstrated 
. exceptional capacity for 
productive scholarship .or 
exceptional creative abili-
ty in the arts." This year, 
on April 15, Trinity's own 
Seth L. Sanders, an asso· 
ciate professor of religion 
took home the accolade 
and the financial assets 
for the continued support 
of his research and publi-
cation in the field of bibli-
cal scholarship. 
The Guggenheim Fel-
lowship is especially 
prestigious because of the 
level of competition asso-
ciated with its application 
process. For one, only "ad-
vanced professionals in 
COURTESY OF trincoll.edu mid ·career" are eligible 
Trinity's short film festival will be held at the Cinestudio this Thursday at 7: 30 p.m. to apply, which denotes a 
pool of applicants whose 
proven intellectual merit 
rivals any other. Similar-
ly, the financial award, 
which varies at an aver-
age of around 50,000 dol-
lars, is meant to allow for 
maximum time devotion 
to the work itself. Thus, 
applicants must prove 
that they are "substan· 
tially free of their regular 
duties." This is teemed 
with submissions of r~fer-
ences, a curriculum vitae, 
and a portfolio, which 
must not only leave no 
doubt as to the past merit 
of the applicant, but must 
also explain the intent for 
enduring scholarship and 
publication. 
On average, the Gug-
genheim Foundation re-
ceives nearly 4,000 appli-
cations a year, and only 
about 200 are awarded to 
some of the finest minds 
in the world. This year 
marked the 91st of com· 
petition, and Sanders 
was one of the only 175 
to receive the Fellow-
ship, out of more than 
3,100 applicants. This 
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Tripod Editorial 
• to under-
go treatment is finally released 
On Thursday Jan. 8 the 
Connecticut State Supreme 
Court made a shocking de-
cision to force a 1 7-year-old 
cancer patient to continue 
to undergo chemotherapy 
treatment and recieve oth-
er medical care. On Mon-
day April 27, the hospital 
finally decided to release 
the patient as the chemo-
therapy had sufficiently 
subdued the cancer and 
doctors say the treatment 
will give her an 85 percent 
chance of survival. 
The patient, Cassandra 
C., was diagnosed with 
Hodgkin's lymphoma in 
September 2014 and since 
then has been involved in 
a long legal battle with the 
state. The argument cen-
tered over Cassandra's le-
gal rights in making med-
ical decisions as a minor. 
Once the case was decided 
in favor of the State, po-
lice and representatives of 
Connecticut's Department 
of Children and Families, 
came to her home and 
were "banging on the doors 
and windows ... while she 
cowered in the closet ... 
clutching her phone, cry-
ing, calling her mother." 
They quickly found her and 
brought her to the hospital 
to start her chemotherapy 
treatment. 
Cassandra's mother, 
Jackie Fortin, was also in-
volved in the legal battle, 
fighting the State on the 
premise that Cassandra 
should have the right to 
do what she wants with 
her body. Her mother also 
explained that chemother-
apy, while it may destroy 
the cancer, can also destroy 
everything else in the body. 
Before the case was de-
cided, Connecticut's De· 
partment of Children and 
Families took temporary 
custody of Cassandra in 
late October. She remained 
in their custody and un · 
derwent treatment for two 
weeks. Cassandra was al-
lowed to go home after that 
time with the agreement 
that she would continue 
treatment. However, with-
in two days of her return, 
she ran away. "Although I 
didn't have any intention 
of proceeding with the che-
motherapy once I returned 
home, I endured two days 
of it," Cassandra wrote 
in an essay to The Hart-
ford Courant. ''Two days 
was enough; mentally and 
emotionally, I could not go 
through with chemother-
apy." According to legal 
counsel, this action greatly 
hurt Cassandra's chance of 
being deemed a"mature mi-
nor competent to make her 
own medical decisions." 
After a week, she re-
turned home for fear that 
her disappearance may 
implicate her mother le-
gally. She was hospitalized 
again in December and she 
begged the question "how 
long is a person actually 
supposed to live, and why? 
I care about the quality of 
my life, not just the quan-
tity." 
Following the subse-
quent months of treatment, 
Cassandra admitted in 
early March that she was 
grateful she had responded 
well to the drugs and nev-
er wanted to die. She was 
finally allowed to return 
home, with a hopeful prom-
ise of full recovery, yester-
day. 
Although she was less 
than a year away from 
turning 18, Cassandra was 
still deemed a minor by the 
state. This was the crux 
of the entire concern as to 
whether she was mature 
enough to make such a se-
rious decision. It seems to 
me that the state should 
never have the authority to 
force an individual, who is 
so close to the legal age of 
consent, to make a decision 
contrary to their personal 
beliefs. This is especially 
cogent when the parent of a 
child is agreeing with their 
decision to refrain from 
treatment. While it is fan-
tastic that Cassandra was 
able to recover, the deci-
sion in this case could lead 
down a slippery slope in 
which states have authori-
ty in granting patients au -
tonomy rather than those 
patients being autonomous 
unto themselves. 
-CCSN 
Earthquake in Nepal takes over 4000 lives, displaces many more 
On Saturday, April 25 , 
a devastating earthquake 
that measured 7 .8 on the 
Richter scale struck Ne· 
pal. The death toll from 
the disaster has risen to 
above 4000, and many 
more are reported to be 
injured, missing, or dis· 
placed. The earthquake 
also impacted dozens of 
people in the bordering 
regions of India and Chi-
na. 
Nepal, a beautiful, 
land-landlocked South 
Asian country, well 
known as a mountain 
paradise, is world famous 
for its Mount Everest, 
amongst other majestic 
Himalayan peaks. The 
nation attracts a vast 
number of tourists who 
are either interested in 
mountain climbing ex· 
cursions or other cultural 
experiences. That said, in 
recent years, Nepal has 
also struggled to emerge 
from a prolonged civil 
war, massive corruption, 
and an overall poor econ· 
omy. Thus, as Charles Ri-
ley of CNN stated, "even 
before one of the country's 
major fault lines rumbled 
to life, Nepal was beset by 
challenges." 
The earthquake that 
hit on Saturday trig· 
gered avalanches on the 
Everest, which also left 
many mountain climbers 
dead, missing, injured 
or trapped. An extreme-
ly strong aftershock on 
Sunday sent even more 
snow and rocks down the 
mountainside, further 
complicating rescue ef-
forts. In light of the chaos 
of the current situation, 
with people still trapped 
under debris, snow, or 
landslides, it is unsurpris· 
ing that death tolls are 
likely to significantly rise. 
In the last 80 years, this 
has been the biggest di-
saster that Nepal has had 
to face. 
While short term res· 
cue efforts are focusing on 
saving as many lives, and 
identifying as many peo· 
pie, the destruction across 
the country raises many 
concerns regarding reha · 
bilitation, redevelopment 
and reconstruction. The 
earthquake has destroyed 
many villages, settle-
ments, city structures, 
homes, heritage monu-
ments, and ancient tem-
ples. Food supplies are 
running low, and in the 
pr esent conditions, many 
health organizations have 
also stated that the sur-
viving population runs 
the risk of contracting in -
fections and diseases. 
Given our geograph · 
1c distance from Nepal, 
arguably there is very lit· 
tie that we can really do 
to significantly help with 
relief efforts. Yet, in this 
globalized world it is ab-
solutely necessary to be 
mindful towards the suf-
fering that other innocent 
humans are currently en· 
during, in the wake of a 
natural disaster. 
In response to the dev· 
astation and loss caused 
by the earthquake, the 
Trinity College Chapel 
will host a Candlelight 
Vigil and fundraiser for 
survivors of the Nepal 
earthquake in the Chapel 
tonight at s:30 p.m. This 
should provide an oppor-
tunity for students and 
other members of the com -
munity to show support, 
and pay respect to those 
who have been affected 
by this drastic calamity. 
The fund.raiser will sell 3 
tea lights for $1, and pro· 
ceeds shall be donated to 
the American Red Cross 
Earthquake Relief. Fur· 
thermore, and in case you 
are unable to attend and 
wish to contribute- all ex-
tra meals from the college 
meal plan can be donated 
towards earthquake relief 
for the next two weeks. 
Remember, every drop 
can make a difference! 
-PS 
OPINION 
Lilly Pulitzer is fashion, despite recent criticism 
KELLY VAUGHAN '17 
FEATURES EDITOR 
Lilly Pulitzer, a brand 
that emulates love for pink, 
parties, and prints, is sud-
denly experiencing back-
lash after two controversial 
Pulitzer is less expensive Pulitzer, stating that "I em- memories threaded into her A Lilly dress or pair of 
than Missoni, but at the brace Lilly Pulitzer-and shift dresses stating that, pants is just as much a work 
end of the day, those who have for decades. In fact, I "Lilly is a brand that has of art as any couture brand. 
have hoped to own a Lil- feel empowered walking the spanned all different times The company uses a dif-
ly dress finally can. Some streets of New York City, of my life, from attending ferent, clearly identifiable 
Lilly owners didn't like the where the majority of peo- school dances in middle trait in their clothing that 
Target collection because it ple wear head-to-toe black, school to my seat as senior distinguished the brand in 
was giving others a chance in my bright green and pink web editor here at Town & the first place, the prints. 
events came ashore last to wear something that they jungle print shift dresses. I Country." Lilly employees hand paint 
week. First, was the release 
of a collaboration between 
discount retailer Target 
and Lilly Pulitzer. Target is 
known for teaming up with 
high ·end designers to offer 
affordable versions of highly 
coveted items. However, this 
collection between the bull's-
eye brand and the 'Queen of 
Prep' drew more attention 
and debate than ever be-
believed they were somehow confidently walk into soirees I can't say Givhen's opin- each bold print and then 
entitled to. The rage and an- like The Frick Collection's ion that "the clothes are, executives carefully select 
ger all over social media is Summer Garden Party upon close inspection, not the best ones to create a line 
surely not what Ms. Pulitzer decked out in a Lilly Pulit- so terribly attractive," is of shirts, shifts, and skorts 
herself would have wanted. zer print maxi gown." Lilly wrong as everyone has their from. It is not computer gen-
Lisa Birnbach, author of the Pulitzer, recognizing this own personal tastes. How- erated or purchased from a 
preppy bible "The Official dedication among its con- ever, this does not advance shelf in a fabric warehouse. 
Preppy Handbook," shared sumers, started a campaign her argument in anyway. I, The artists are trained to 
her thoughts, stating, known as, "I remember my among many other women paint in the Lilly way and 
"Down to earth and earthy, first Lilly." Customers could and men, personally do not look at inspiring images of 
she decorated her house share photos and stories of find a wardrobe of black, architecture, travel desti-
with good stuff and with pa- their first Lilly product ever leather, and lace attractive. nations, and vintage photos 
fore. While some fans of the pier-mache gewgaws ... Pu- received and what it means It may be fashionable and to create every signature 
brand were looking forward 
to adding - or starting -
their collection of Lilly, oth-
ers were not so pleased. One 
overly emotional tween girl 
tweeted, "Lilly Pulitzer is 
turning over her grave right 
now that her legacy is being 
sold at TARGET." 
Then, there was the is-
sue of the Washington Post 
article titled, "Lilly Pulitzer 
may be good for retail, but 
it's terrible fashion." Robin 
litzer, despite her last name, to them. While all individ- trendy, but it is not some- print. 
was no snob." uals have a treasured ac- thing I personally would Consumers of Lilly Pu -
Robin Givhan claims that cessory in their closet, Lilly wear. Nevertheless, I ad- litzer aren't investing in a 
"Anyone can work hard and Pulitzer wants all of their mire individuals who have dress or a bowtie. They are 
save up enough cash to go customers to be able to em- clearly taken the time to investing in a lifestyle and 
out and purchase a Chanel brace the importance of ev- invest in quality products mindset that they identify 
suit or a Gucci handbag... ery piece of their apparel. and made sure their outfit with. At the end of the day, 
But Lilly Pulitzer suggests Lilly created something looks good. Sure, students a girl walking around in a 
an advantage of birth." Who that girls have loved and at schools which embody cobalt blue skirt with star· 
is Givhan to say that mere- identified with for years. more of a 'hipster' vibe, like fish printed over it loves 
ly the 1 percent are the only ''Lilly Pulitzer is classic. It Sarah Lawrence or Bard, what she is wearing and 
wearers of Lilly? Or that is always hanging on a rack compared to the prepiness feels happy. My roommate 
those who choose to wear somewhere, everywhere, in seen at Trinity, may not be tells me that I look happier 
Lily are somehow preten- all of its pineapple-print, walking around strutting when I am wearing my Lilly 
Givhan, author of the post, tious? I, for one, look forward feel-good, preppy psychede- highly coveted ''You Gotta dresses and I know I am! As 
shared her belief that "Lilly to the bi-annual Lilly Pulit- lia." Givhan sees this as a Regatta" printed shorts. a Lilly girl, I'm going to re· 
Pulitzer is not fashion. It is zer sale in which dresses are negative. However, I prefer That sense of fashion may main positive and say that 
clothes." I , among many oth-
ers, were outraged over this 
claim. I think it is fair to say 
that Lilly Pulitzer never has 
been, nor is trying to be, a 
haute couture brand. How-
ever, that does not mean it 
is not fashion. Lilly Pulitzer 
has been loved by women 
and men for decades. It is 
timeless, undeniably prep· 
py, American apparel. It 
may not be fashion in the 
sense that there is a highly 
anticipated runway show 
twice a year, and that it may 
not grace the backs of Vogue 
cover models, but it is also 
not a symbol of where one 
summers or attended board-
ing school. It is a symbol of 
happiness, a bright spirit, 
and an acceptance of femi -
ninity. 
Perhaps the deals at Tar-
get were not as large of a 
difference as a mark down 
of "a Rodarte dress nor-
mally [costing] a customer 
anywhere from $3,000 on 
up. But mostly everything 
in the Target collection was 
less than $100." One of the 
goals of the Target collection 
is to offer designer pieces 
for loyal lovers of the given 
brand at an affordable price. 
There are girls all over the 
country lusting over a Lilly 
dress the same way they are 
a Missoni scarf. Perhaps at 
their original prices, Lilly 
marked down from $188 to to invest in a piece that I have a higher appeciation since everyone is entitiled 
$59, and scarves normally know I will be able to pass for a plaid shirt and ripped to their opinion, I am enti · 
retailed at $118 are sold for down to my daughters and jeans found at a thrift store. tled to love my Lilly. Life is 
approximately $29. During their daughters. Lilly is In that sense, there is no de- a party and we should want 
Lilly's After-Cheer sale at timeless. English would nying that Lilly does attract as many people as possible 
the beginning of January, I agree, also sharing the a specific customer. to join in the festivities. 
woke up at 6:45 a.m. on my 
winter break to shop pag-
es and pages of seaside-in -
spired clothing. Though I 
was able to purchase a few 
pieces before they sold out, 
I later went on the site only 
to find that I was approxi-
mately 43,582 in line to visit 
the website. For some, this 
sale is just an opportunity 
to pick up a few things at a 
discounted price, while for 
others, it's the chance to fi-
nally afford the shift dress 
they've been looking at since 
its April release at a reason-
able price. 
Lilly possesses a unique 
quality that every girl can 
identify with in a way that 
one can't with a higher end 
brand such as Chanel or 
Gucci. Whether or not one 
chooses to wear pink flamin-
go printed dresses at age 
25 is up to them, but most 
girls have at some point had 
a love for pink, bows, lace, 
tassels, etc. You don't have 
to live on Worth Avenue to 
identify with the brand. 
Michaela English, senior 
web editor of Town & Coun-
try, also wrote an article 
defending her love for Lilly 
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Alumnus writes open letter to President Berger-Sweeney 
ROBERT S. HERBST 
ALUMNUS ClASS OF 1980 
Dear President Berg-
er-Sweeney: 
As a member of the Class 
of 1980, I have been receiving 
calls, e-mails, and letters about 
my upcoming 35th Reunion. 
Instead of looking forward to 
what should be a joyful occa-
sion, however, I am filled with 
angst. For the past two years, 
my relationship with my alma 
mater has been clouded by 
the College's ill-conceived ban 
on single-sex organizations, 
which threatens the existence 
of my fraternity. I am a proud 
member of the Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity (Pike). Lest someone 
my age be stereotyped as some 
"Animal House" frat boy, please 
know that I graduated Saluta-
torian Optimus, and among 
other things, was elected to Phi 
Beta Kappa, was a Teaching 
assistant in history and psy-
chology, was a four-year mem· 
ber of the SGA, wrote for the 
Tripod, wrestled and played 
lacrosse. I was not unique in 
accomplishing so many things. 
The year after I graduated, a 
Pike brother was Valedictori-
an, while also a classics major 
and a member of the fencing 
team. 
It is beyond dispute that 
some people thrive m sin· 
gle·sex groups. As a liberal arts 
institution, Trinity should offer 
choice and the opportunity to 
be in single-sex organizations. 
When I was at Trinity, students 
were free to join single sex or· 
ganizations, co·ed ones, or 
none at all, and that is the way 
it should be. Being in a frater-
nity was one of the highlights 
of my Trinity experience and 
it served as a bedrock, which 
enabled me to achieve the suc-
cess that I did. When I think 
about Trinity, my fraternity is 
one of the first things to flash 
in my mind, counterbalancing 
the horrible winters and bad 
neighborhood to give me a good 
feeling about the College. 
Suffering collateral damage 
in the backlash against frater-
nities are the young women 
who belong to single sex soror-
ities. There were no sororities 
at Trinity during my time. My 
first experience with them oc· 
curred after I met my soon to 
be wife. She had been a mem · 
ber of Alpha Chi Omega at the 
University of Virginia. After 
she moved to New York City, 
where we met, she became ad· 
visor to the chapter forming at 
Columbia, which had recently 
become co·ed. Through her I 
saw the benefits to women of 
being in single·sex organiza · 
tions, as they shared interests 
in an environment that was 
free of male influence. This is 
not something which is lim· 
ited to the college years. My 
wife still enjoys being in two 
all-women book clubs and a 
women's networking group. 
I have heard the argument 
that the fraternities dominate 
the social life at Trinity. The 
College claims that they would 
step in to the void if they were 
gone with College-promoted 
functions, but everyone agrees 
that College-run parties are 
not as much fun. I can confirm 
the sentiment was the same in 
the 1970s. As a member of the 
SGA, I helped to organize the 
parties, and I clearly rem em -
ber being asked by the road· 
ies of the band Pure Prairie 
League to help carry a piano up 
the Mather stairs to the Wash· 
ington room. The reason that 
Greek run functions are bet· 
ter and will always be better 
is because they are each run 
by committed people who are 
putting their energy, passion, 
and own money into making 
the party a success. This comes 
with being a member of a 
brotherhood or sisterhood and 
can never be duplicated by the 
SGA. The beneficiaries of this 
spirit, passion, and effort are 
the other Trinity students who 
do not belong to that Greek or· 
ganization. 
While much has been said 
about the fraternities promot· 
ing binge drinking on campus, 
we all know that the fraterni-
ties alone cannot be blamed 
for this. When I was at Trinity, 
the drinking age was 18 and 
we had beer on tap in Pike 
24/7. Yet, there were no hor-
rors that have been assumed. 
I agree that underage drink-
ing should be policed and that 
things should be done in mod· 
eration, but banning single-sex 
organizations is not the way to 
achieve that. 
When I left Trinity, it was 
a top 25 college vying with 
Amherst and Williams. Since 
then, its national rankings and 
reputation have plummeted. 
Trinity will only continue to 
decline if it cannot attract the 
best students and it will not 
get the best students if they 
are arbitrarily precluded from 
participating in single-sex or-
ganizations. When I visit high 
schools as an Alumni Support 
Representative, I am univer· 
sally asked "I hear Trinity is 
going to close all the fraterni-
ties." I currently have two sons 
in college and they chose not to 
attend Trinity because, much 
to my dismay, I had to tell them 
that I could not guarantee that 
they would have the same fan-
tastic experience that I had. My 
high school sophomore daugh-
ter is similarly concerned. To 
improve Trinity, we need a ra-
tional approach that will gain 
the unified support of alumni, 
current students, and facul· 
ty. We should all be focusing 
on developing that approach 
rather than having fraterni· 
ties and sororities dreading 
when the other shoe will drop, 
scaring off applicants, having 
alumni close their pocketbooks, 
and gearing up for litigation. 
To paraphrase President Ron· 
ald Reagan, President Berg· 
er-Sweeney, tear up that policy! 
The machines are coming and they're taking away jobs 
JAKE VILLARREAL '17 
STAFF WRITER 
In the early 1800s, a group 
of Luddites stormed Notting· 
ham factories at night and de· 
strayed the machines in them, 
taking out their anger on the 
products of the industrial rev· 
olution that had taken away 
jobs and displaced their com-
m unities from the workplace. 
In 2015, the New York Times 
published an article titled "The 
Machines Are Coming," mak· 
ing the case that the increased 
availability and capabilities of 
machines are taking away the 
leverage of workers in employ· 
ment negotiations. The trend 
of seeing machines as a dan· 
ger to the worker and seeking 
to limit their impact seems to 
have never ended. People love 
new technology universally in 
our phones, in our homes, and 
in our cars. Why not in the 
workplace? 
It would be difficult to say 
that technology has ever creat· 
ed something 'new;' instead, it 
expands the functions that are 
already available to us. My iP· 
hone and Facebook let me have 
conversations with my friends 
on the other side of the coun· 
try, or the world, but both of 
these are essentially a face·to· 
face conversation, or a carrier 
pigeon, refitted and expanded. 
This expansion of human capa· 
bilities has allowed people to 
do things like apply for intern· 
ships around the world, man· 
age enormous multinational 
corporations, and build newer, 
better, iPhones. Technology ex· 
pands our capabilities almost 
to an infinite degree. 
Now, read 'human worker' 
for 'carrier pigeon,' and 'ma· 
chine' for 'Facebook.' The op· 
position of workers to the rise 
of machines in a competitive 
market becomes clear. Ma· 
chines don't get sick or preg· 
nant, don't take breaks, don't 
make mistakes unless they 
were designed incorrectly, and 
can work around the clock at 
a productivity exponentially 
higher than humans, at least 
for most manufacturing jobs. 
It's not just 'unskilled' manual 
labor jobs that are affected ei· 
ther; machines are being built 
and used to replace lab techni· 
cians, headhunters, advertis· 
ers, etc. Recently in Europe, a 
man was arrested for using a 
stock-trading algorithm so ef· 
ficient and fast that it crashed 
global markets. 
In my own research on min· 
ing in Native American res· 
ervations, I've found that Rio 
Tinto, a large British·Austra· 
lian mining company, is work· 
ing on completing the Mine of 
the Future TM. An entirely 
mechanized mine that can be 
operated, or left on manual, 
from a remote office. There is 
a clear danger in mechaniza· 
tion for operations that become 
economically threatening when 
carried out rapidly on a grand 
scale, like stock trading and 
mining. The danger in mecha· 
nizing jobs like advertising, iP· 
hone construction, and medical 
diagnoses is less obvious. 
Replacing workers with 
machines does not simply lead 
to new jobs. People are special· 
ized in their labor, or lack the 
skills, training or education 
necessary to move on to anoth· 
er job. A welder, for example, 
who has been doing the same 
job for years and lacks the 
transferrable skills that, per· 
haps, a liberal arts education 
offers, is likely to have a hard 
time finding a new source of 
employment if his or her job is 
taken by a machine. In a capi· 
talist structure, employment is 
necessary for survival. Social-
ist structures, like welfare, can 
sometimes make the difference 
between life and death, but are 
unable to provide someone the 
autonomy they need to live a 
satisfying life. 
The UN 1994 Development 
Report, which set the founda· 
tion for the study of 'human se· 
curity,' lays out high unemploy· 
ment explicitly as a barrier that 
keeps people from achieving 
satisfying lives and interacting 
fully with their communities. 
Without money to buy and ex· 
perience food, transportation, 
child services, birth control, 
poetry and movie tickets, it's 
difficult to engage with others. 
The danger in high levels of 
mechanization isn't improved 
efficiency, or the displacement 
of workers from their jobs, it's 
the fact that this is occurring 
in the political and economic 
structure of capitalism where 
unemployment means death or 
debilitation. 
The counterargument is 
ubiquitous, and fair: people 
should educate themselves 
and gain new skills, or get a 
new job. In America, there are 
about three unemployed peo-
ple for every open job, accord· 
ing to the U.S. Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, so that doesn't 
hold much weight. In addition, 
there's the issue of non-trans· 
ferrable skills and education, 
as mentioned earlier. One could 
also say that manufacturing 
machines create more jobs for 
workers that are tasked with 
collecting raw materials. How· 
ever, besides these jobs being 
more prone to wage depression, 
since there are more people 
competing for low·skill posi· 
tions, the rise of machines do-
ing 'emotional' or 'intellectual' 
labor means that even those 
small economic openings won't 
be happening. 
Even the process of indus· 
try mechanization itself contra· 
diets the capitalist philosophy 
of individualism, the mecha· 
nism of the 'bootstraps.' If the 
premise of people needing to 
work, to 'create wealth' in order 
to achieve sustenance is true, 
private ownership of machines 
and their products makes no 
sense. The only difference is the 
capital input. I own the prod· 
ucts that the workers within 
it create, because the factory 
could not have been possible 
without my initial capital. 
First on this, there are 
historical, political, and de· 
mographic·based reasons why 
peoples' capability to buy fac-
tories. Families today can trace 
their wealth back to the free 
land, previously owned by In-
digenous people, given away 
by the U.S. government in the 
Homestead Acts to white fam-
ilies only. Other families with 
deeper roots can trace their 
wealth back to slavery, and 
regardless of whether the fol-
lowing generations have been 
morally aligned with or active 
participants in this system, 
they continue to reap the ben-
efits of that unpaid labor. 
The end result is that, in a 
mechanized world, it's far eas-
ier to fall into the lower class. 
Why are people opposed to 
the rise of efficient technology 
in the workplace? Because the 
background of post-industri-
al capitalism these occur in, 
where ownership is paradoxi-
cally treated as a way to rise to 
the top of a meritocracy, while 
the working class is less and 
less able to hold leverage over 
their employers. Hopefully the 
modern communities of dis· 
placed workers, growing every 
day in a world where 80 peo-
ple own as much wealth as the 
poorest half of the population 
combined, will identify the en· 
emy as private ownership and 
global, inescapable, capitalism. 
NEWS 
"Convulsions in Syria'' talk offers interesting perspectives 
HENRY CHAVEZ '18 
STAFF WRJTER 
Understanding the 
crisis in Syria and m 
the greater Middle East 
North African (MENA) 
region is no easy task. 
On Tuesday, April 21, 
International Studies 
Professor Vijay Prashad 
put together a panel to 
demystify the issue con -
cerning the region. The 
discussion was lead by 
Arab politics expert Ziad 
Abu-Rish, Ohio Univer-
sity Professor of Middle 
East History and editor 
of the J adaliyya mag-
azine alongside Omar 
Dahi, Hampshire College 
Economics Professor and 
Middle EastReport editor. 
The talk began with 
Professor Abu -Rish go-
ing over a brief history 
of state formation in the 
MENA region and how 
the politics that evolved 
specifically influence the 
greater Syria area today. 
Abu -Rish noted that in 
many contexts, states 
created after World War 
I are often seen as un -
real and that it is im-
portant to not make as-
sumptions about state 
foundation or behavior 
from that perspective. 
In the context of WWI, 
much of the MENA re-
gion was under colonial 
rule, and would remain 
so until the end of World 
War II. This presented 
a series of socio-political 
problems. Essentially, 
Abu-Rish argued that 
several Middle Eastern 
states were either built 
by decree, where for-
eign greed and govern -
ments created provin-
cial borders, such as in 
Egypt and Libya or by 
military conquest, as in 
Turkey or Saudi Arabia. 
The speakers argued 
that the question for 
many states after they 
gain independence be-
comes ''What are we go-
ing to do with it?" From 
this, a chain reaction 
presents a series of mat-
ters that can be catego-
rized into social, econom -
ic, national, or political 
concerns. In the Levant, 
(a term used to ref er 
to the French mandate 
over Syria and Lebanon 
after WWI) massive im -
poverishment created a 
major social issue. There 
was an overwhelmingly 
large rural, poor popula -
tion that these newly in-
dependent states had to 
take into their purview. 
Meanwhile, economi-
cally speaking, leaders 
of these new states had 
to debate over what 
economic development 
strategy they were going 
to pursue. Would they 
focus on agriculture, 
service, finance, manu -
facturing, or tourism? 
Would their economy 
be open or closed to the 
world? From a national 
perspective, Abu-Rish 
explained that state 
leaders had to pay at-
tention to the amount 
of influence foreign com-
pames would play in 
their development. The 
main issue here was that 
states had to be wary 
that foreign companies 
could potentially limit 
or threaten their auton-
omy. All this would be 
related to politics and 
the efficacy of whatever 
form of government that 
would be implemented. 
Omar Dahi, who 
serves as an advisor to 
the United Nations for 
Reconstruction in Syria, 
shifted the conversation 
towards a more privat-
ized understanding of 
development in Greater 
Syria. He explained that 
although Arab State de-
velopment incorporated 
improving human de-
velopment such as in -
come, life expectancy 
and education, a new 
economic development 
approach was sought 
out. As the 21st Century 
approached, the MENA 
region began to move in 
a new direction, distinct 
from former traditions. 
A rise of neoliberalism 
took place with the turn 
of the 1970s. Most coun-
tries began the state-led 
development approach 
and as a result, privat-
ization and deregula -
tion took foot, despite 
the fact that economic 
crises were fermenting 
with the rise of neolib-
eralism. Dahi drew a 
parallel between eco-
nomic liberalization and 
the trigger of civil war. 
He furhter empha -
sized understanding that 
the Syrian government's 
lack of control over its 
own development at-
tracted a global deluge 
of foreign direct invest-
ment. From 1993-2004, 
the Global South poured 
large sums of capital in-
vestment to the Global 
North. Dahi explained 
that it is crucial to un -
derstand the amount of 
foreign interest in Syria 
and how there are sev-
eral factors outside of 
the Syrian government 
and civilian populations 
that have come into play 
with the conflict in Syria. 
Shortly afterwards, 
the Trinity audience was 
not hesitant to pose pro-
found questions pertain-
ing to the implications of 
this history. Beginning 
with the issue of refu -
gees, the audience was 
captivated by the panel-
ists' advice for the future 
of Syria. The panelists 
explained that the best 
solution to treating refu-
gees now was a political 
one. One of the speak-
ers argued that push-
ing European countries 
and the United States 
to accept more refugees 
would help m treating 
the magnitude of the is-
sue. From this, the in-
ternational community 
could learn how to help 
civilians who are not reg-
istered as refugees who 
perhaps are the most 
endangered because 
aid cannot reach them. 
What seemed to cause 
the most amount of de-
bate was the panel's 
prescriptions for U.S. 
Foreign Policy in the 
MENA region. The gen-
eral consensus was that 
U.S. intervention is not 
necessary. Both Abu-
Rish and Dahi expressed 
that the United States 
needs to realize that it 
cannot simply fund any 
group to bring down 
governments it does not 
support. In Syria, he ar-
gued, this gave rise to 
groups like ISIS, which 
received support from 
United States backed 
groups such as the Free 
Syrian Army. Moreover, 
if the U.S. wishes to live 
up to its rhetoric it has 
to stop supporting dic-
tatorships and ethnic 
cleansing by the state of 
Israel. More generally, if 
the U.S. wishes to build 
on better relations with 
Arab states, its current 
foreign policies need to 
be less focused on terror-
ism and more concerned 
with human security. 
The general discus-
sion handled a contro-
versial subject. Although 
several students were 
alarmed with the criti-
cism of U.S. foreign pol-
icy, the panelist high-
lighted the importance of 
being comfortable hav-
ing discourse about "the 
uncomfortable." The un -
comfortable in this situ -
ation was the fact that 
American foreign diplo-
macy in the MENA region 
is not perfect and could 
use fundamental change. 
Moreover, learning to see 
the MENA region from 
different perspectives 
was instrumental. For 
instance, understanding 
that there is little differ-
ence between ISIS kill-
ing civilians and releas-
ing it to media than the 
U.S. bombing innocent 
civilians and hiding foot-
age of it. Ending on the 
bold note that identity 
of the agency inflicting 
harm is unimportant 
and that we should al-
ways ask ourselves what 
structural and hidden 
violence there is in un -
derstanding any conflict, 
the panelists left an ap-
preciated framework of 
how we can study con -
flicts like that in Syria. 
Guggenheim Fellowship awarded to Professor Seth Sanders 
continued from page 1 
Guggenheim Fellow-
ship is only one of two 
impressive feathers 
added to Sanders' cap 
recently. Over the past 
year, he also received a 
National Endowment for 
the Humanities Grant, 
hardly a mean feat. 
Professor Sanders 
chosen field of study 
helped to clinch the Fel-
lowship. Sanders is in 
the process of writing 
his third publication, 
''Why We Can't Read 
the Torah: The Form 
of the Pentateuch and 
the History of Ancient 
Hebrew Literature." In 
this upcoming piece, he 
wishes to partake in the 
discussion of the literary 
values of the Torah, and 
to illuminate its impor-
tance in a historical and 
literary context. In an in-
terview about his recep-
tion, he spoke candidly 
about the anomaly that 
is the Torah, and how its 
contradictions make up 
the fabric of its contro-
versial essence. Sanders 
says that "as a collection 
of incompatible versions 
of similar stories, the 
Torah is unlike any oth-
er major work of ancient 
literature," and "Biblical 
scholarship still cannot 
agree on how this new 
paradigm arose." He ex-
plains that his project 
"draws on Near Eastern 
evidence to explain what 
is new about it by plac-
ing the Torah in literary 
history." Essentially, his 
work will attempt to ex-
plain "why those contra -
dictions were put in the 
text in the first place." 
According to the author, 
he will be spending a 
good amount of time in 
the research meccas of 
Philadephia and Ann 
Arbor. 
Sanders is no new-
comer to the world of 
publications, as his 
Guggenheim Fellow-
ship suggests, and has 
received recognition for 
his first publication, 
"The Invention of He-
brew," which earned 
him the Frank Moore 
Cross prize. This publi-
cation also nearly took 
home the National Jew-
ish Book Award as well. 
More of the same is ex-
pected from his upcom-
ing publication, entitled 
"From Adapa to Enoch: 
Scribal Culture and 
Religious Vision in Ju -
dea and Babylonia," in 
which his investigation 
of heroes in the Hebrew 
Bible and the Dead Sea 
Scrolls will shed light on 




ciate Professor Sanders 
for his recent reception 
of the award, and wishes 
him well in the continu -
ation of his life's work, 
which has seen such 
brilliance come from his 
insight and passion. Rec-
ognition is in order for 
the level of accomplish-
ment he has attained in 
his field, and Trinity is 
immensely proud of his 
achievements. 
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"TrinTalks" discussion considers free speech in college 
CHRIS BULFINCH '18 
NEWS EDITOR 
Free speech has long 
been a contentious issue in 
the modern world. Wheth-
er it is the Charlie Heb-
do attack or the Westboro 
Baptist Church, there are 
many prominent examples 
both in the United States 
and internationally that 
demonstrate the tensions 
over freedom of expression. 
In recent years, however, 
the debate over limits (or 
lack thereof) of speech has 
entered an intriguing new 
arena - college campuses. 
The news has been rife with 
examples of college students 
stepping up and request· 
ing that limits be placed 
on what students can say. 
Anti-hate-speech laws have 
proliferated over the last 
decade, and many colleges 
have turned away speakers 
based on their views; Brown 
University famously turned 
away Condoleezza Rice as 
a Commencement speak-
er because students found 
her political views and ac-
tivities (particularly in re· 
gards to the recent war in 
Iraq) offensive, or they were 
made uncomfortable by her 
views. Events such as these 
have become commonplace, 
with "safe spaces" and sen-
sitivity training becoming 
increasingly common across 
the nation. A fierce debate 
has sprung up about the 
implications of this political 
correctness; conservatives 
and libertarians see speech 
codes and things of similar 
nature as impeding on col-
lege student's rights to free 
speech, while people on the 
more liberal end of the spec-
trum believe that all stu-
dents have a right to learn 
and grow in an environment 
in which they feel safe, and 
this environment is best fos-
tered by rules that do not al-
low for hateful speech. This 
issue is further complicated 
by the proliferation of social 
media sites, particularly 
those that allow for anon-
ymous posting, such as Yik 
Yak, an app that has enjoyed 
immense popularity on col-
lege campuses nationwide. 
This intersection be· 
tween social media, free 
speech, and political correct-
ness was the topic of an in -
triguing event, "TrinTalks: 
The Yik Yak Effect," hosted 
in Seabury 217 on Thurs· 
day, April 23. Sam Kitter-
man '18 and Chris Bulfinch 
'18, recipients of a Trini· 
ty-funded grant, organized 
the event. The grant pro-
gram was intended to help 
students bring forward new 
ideas to enrich campus life, 
and ''TrinTalks: The Yik Yak 
Effect" is just one example 
of programs funded by these 
grants. The eventual aim of 
the ''TrinTalks" programs 
is to bring professors and 
students together to discuss 
issues of the day relevant to 
college life, or areas of inter-
est and study for members 
of the Trinity community. 
Professor Mark Silk 
of the Religion Depart~ 
ment joined this first 
''TrinTalks" event. His more 
than 20 years in higher 
education, in addition to a 
number of years previously 
working as a journalist all 
have gi~en him an appre· 
ciation of the importance 
of free speech and unique 
perspective on how social 
media can effect commu-
nication, and the impact of 
both on a college or univer· 
sity setting. The event was 
also catered by Chipotle. 
The first ever "TrinTalks" 
was kicked off at seven in 
the evening of the 23rd. At-
tendees grabbed their food 
and seats, not entirely sure 
as to what the event might 
hold. Scheduling issues 
has already delayed the 
event once, and this new 
time was two weeks later 
than originally intended. 
After a brief introduc-
Pack, Ship and Summer 
Storage P rogram 
tion of the program by 
Bulfinch and Kitterman, 
wherein they explained the 
program's origins, as well 
as their hopes and plans 
to continue the talks into 
next semester, Professor 
Silk was introduced, and 
the audience was asked 
what thoughts they had, if 
any, about the issue. After 
a couple of moments, Pro· 
fessor Silk let everyone in 
the room know that a true 
discussion could not be had 
if people refused to sit up 
in the front, where every· 
one could see and hear one 
another. After a moment's 
prodding, the students 
in attendance moved up, 
munching on the burrito 
bow ls and tacos as they 
did so. Having established 
a more intimate setting, 
Professor Silk proceeded to 
describe his own experience 
with freedom of expression 
on college campuses, and 
plied the audiences with a 
few examples of free ~peech 
that had caused controver-
sy in his colleague's expe· 
riences. As students began 
to grapple with these is· 
sues, they began to consid-
er examples of free speech 
and its limits and impact 
on Trinity's campus and 
in their own lives. Issues 
ranging from displaying 
Trinity Colle-ge 
flags (Israel was used as an 
evocative example) to an· 
ti-Catholic sentiments were 
mentioned, and students 
also considered examples 
of racism and classism en-
countered on Trinity's cam-
pus, with particular empha -
sis on the anonymous posts 
of Yik Yak. The discussion 
considered whether or not 
such services should be al-
lowed; no definite consensus 
was arrived at, but students 
were forced to consider the 
nature of voluntary partic-
ipation in such things, and 
whether there is or should 
be any sort of decorum, 
even with anonymity that 
the internet can provide. 
The "TrinTalks" discus-
sion was a modest success, 
and the 20 or so people in 
attendance all enjoyed an 
interesting discussion with 
a knowledgeable, insight-
ful guest professor. Many 
people said that the food 
was their main reason for 
coming, but they found the 
conversation so engrossing 
that they stayed for the 
full two hours. The posi-
tive reception was a good 
sign, and Kitterman and 
Bulfinch hope that with ad-
ditional school funding the 
program can continue, with 
more discussions hopefully 
beginning next semester. 
For more information or to rese rve space c all 860-232-2787 
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Krass and Co. offers a bright and bold take on athletic wear 
KELLY VAUGHAN '17 
FEATURES EDITOR 
College students lead 
extremely busy lives, of-
ten without the oppor-
tunity to rest during the 
day. Finding casual yet 
attractive apparel can be 
difficult, especially when 
one may need to transi-
tion from the gym to class 
to the library without any 
time to change outfits. In 
an exclusive interview 
with the Tripod, Pierson 
Krass, Lehigh University 
Class of 2013, discussed 
how he recognized the 
difficulty of being able to 
"look good but still be com-
fortable in class." Using 
his background in market-
ing and entrepreneurship, 
Krass founded Krass and 
Co, a high end athletic 
wear company, during his 
freshman year at LeHigh. 
Offering an over-
whelming number of both 
printed and embroidered 
shorts for men and women 
in a variety of preppy pat-
terns, Krass and Co. has 
brightened up stereotypi-
cal college clothing. Wear-
ing a daily uniform of ath-
letic shorts and a polo or 
button down shirt every-
day to class, Krass "start-
ed to wonder why there 
weren't any "classy'' ath-
letic shorts. That way [he] 
could look good but still 
be comfortable in class." A 
lacrosse player at Lehigh, 
Krass said that "when 
we first started, we made 
men's athletic shorts and 
targeted lacrosse players, 
so we were essentially 
making preppy lacrosse 
shorts. As we grew, we re-
alized that there were a 
COURTESY OF Krass and Co. 
(L to R): Krass and Co. patterns for men and women include "Sam's Shorts," "Campus Crush", "Palm Beach," and 
lot of kids that didn't play 
lacrosse that liked our 
shorts." Krass realized 
the potential business in 
the women's market, so he 
started designing shorts 
for female customers, 
"we went from a men's la -
crosse company to 80 per-
cent of our sales coming 
from our women's line." 
Krass is very aware 
of what high school and 
college students are look-
ing for in their apparel. 
The current designs on 
shorts often feature sum-
mer inspired graphics like 
seahorses, anchors, palm 
trees, flamingos, and sail-
boats. Krass' personal 
favorite is "the original 
Classic Lobster Shorts in 
navy because they started 
it at all." Krass and Co. 
draws their customers 
in not only by attractive 
apparel, but also by their 
catchy captions. For ex-
ample, the description of 
the Women's Sailor De-
light shorts - which I own 
and are undeniably com-
fortable - reads "Picture 
the perfect preppy day. 
Chances are it involves 
basking in the rays and 
sipping on your favorite 
drink while the boys are 
raising the sails. While 
we can't put you back on 
the boat, we can help you 
exude the good times with 
a pair of our best-selling 
shorts." This type of im-
agery truly defines both 
the Krass and Co. brand, 
and their customer. 
Aside from vibrant 
hues and preppy pat-
terns, Krass and Co. also 
features both college and 
greek lines, including 
Trinity's own Pi Kappa 
Alpha and Kappa Kappa 
Gamma. Furthermore, 
he recognizes that many 
students take inspiration 
from fashion bloggers and 
style icons, so Krass and 
Co. has also teamed up 
with a number of prep-
py style icons including 
The College Prepster and 
Mackenzie Horan. These 
collaborations have been 
extremely successful m 
broadening Krass and Co's 
customer base, as well as 
in promoting new designs. 
Since Krass and Co. 
found its roots at college 
and effectively targets 
a student audience pre-
dominantly, they feature 
an extensive Brand Rep-
resentative program, in 
which high school and 
college students can work 
alongside Krass to pro-
mote the brand across 
campuses. Besides receiv-
ing generous discounts 
on products, Brand Reps 
are able to gain experi-
ence in marketing, sales, 
and design. Most recent-
ly, Krass and Co. offered 
Brand Reps an opportu -
nity to create and vote on 
a custom pair of shorts 
exclusively for Reps. The 
company also engages 
with its entire customer 
base through social me-
dia, such as by starting 
a campaign called "Best 
in Krass" in which buy-
ers can take photos mod-
eling their shorts and 
share the images using 
the hashtag #bestinkrass. 
This allows shoppers to 
see what the shorts look 
like on another individu-
al while maintaining the 
sunny spirit of the brand. 
When asked what ad-
vice Krass would give to 
aspiring entrepreneurs, 
he says "Just go for it! A 
lot of people get hung up 
on meticulously planning 
things and writing busi-
ness plans. If you have an 
idea, the best way to see if 
it's going to work is just go 
out and try it. You can't be 
scared to fail or overthink 
things or you'll never get 
anywhere." Krass said 
that reflecting back, there 
are many aspects of start-
ing his business that he 
would have changed, how-
ever, "you fail at things, 
learn from your mistakes, 
and then correct them." 
Over the next year, 
Krass and Co. plans to 
expand their line - Krass 
said that customers can 
expect to see "pants 
(sweats and yoga), more 
top options, outerwear, 
accessories, and more. We 
really want to transition 
from being a "shorts com -
pany" to a full lifestyle 
brand." Furthermore, 
they are planning to ex-
pand their distribution to 
• over 500 locations. Rra 
and Co. has created prod-
ucts that will fit nearly 
any setting, ranging from 
the beach or to campus. 
The vibrant hues, classic 
and cheerful designs, and 
luxuriously comfortable 
fabrics are coveted across 
campuses nationwide. 
Visit krassandco.com 
for a full listing of styles 
and more information on 
the Brand Rep program. 
Griffin Hunt '17 discusses Spring Weekend and TCBE 
continued from page 1 
production equipment 
and we set up the artists' 
hospitality rooms, each 
with custom provisions as 
specified on their respec-
tive riders. Barnyard has 
a ton on its shoulders the 
day-of and its absolutely 
a labor of love; it's a mas-
sive amount of work, but 
it unquestionably pays off 
when we see thousands of 
students on the LSC quad 
enjoying the music and 
making the most of the 
end of spring semester. 
MAE: How can a stu-
dent get involved in Barn-
yard? What are the dif-
ferent areas available? 
GH: Students are in-
vited to interview for a 
position at the beginning 
of both semesters through 
emailed invitations to the 
student body and a post on 
our official Facebook page 
(Trinity College Barn-
yard Entertainment). 
The President is the stu-
dent-elected Program -
ming Chair of SGA, while 
our two VPs are nomi-
nated and voted upon by 
Barnyard members. The 
rest of the committee is 
divided into four catego-
ries - design, outreach, 
decorations, and promo-
tion - and each subcom-
mittee appoints a chair. 
MAE: What has 
been the most success-
ful thing that Barn-
yard has done this year? 
GH: It's really hard to 
gauge what our most suc-
cessful event has been, 
as our events range from 
simple sponsorships of 
athletic events (like Men's 
Squash Nationals), to the 
hosting of the holiday 
dance in Vernon Social, 
to the organization of the 
enormous two-day cam-
pus festival that is Spring 
Weekend. Our budgets for 
these events vary widely, 
as does the number of at-
tendees. That being said, 
this year's Spring Week-
end was absolutely un-
real - we had hundreds 
of guests attend in addi-
tion to the thousand-plus 
Trinity students. Maybe 
I'm just a Kygo nerd, but 
I enjoyed Spring Week-
end the most this year. 
MAE: What was the 
biggest difficulty that 
the group came across? 
G H: As with any sort 
of committee, delegating 
tasks and holding people 
accountable are the two 
primary difficulties we 
come across. That said, 
I'm so lucky to work with 
people who are passionate 
about the events we pro-
duce and who genuinely 
care about maintaining a 
positive campus climate. 
MAE: What is the 
group atmosphere like? 
How do you guys all work 
together? Are you all close? 
GH: Barnyard stu-
dents come from different 
backgrounds and class 
years, and we all bring 
with us different experi-
ences and ideas. On top of 
that, mostly everyone in 
Barnyard is involved with 
some other extracurricu -
lar, whether it be playing 
varsity tennis or working 
in the Writing Center. Be-
cause of this, we're often 
able to collaborate with 
other campus organiza-
tions. Barnyard brain-
storming sessions are this 
awesome melting pot of 
hilarious, absurd sugges-
tions for events and we 
have to dial it back until 
we come up with some-
thing that's realistic. 
MAE: How do you hope 
to improve in the future? 
GH: Internally, we 
hope to become more syn-
chronized between the 
subcommittees and main-
tain open channels of di-
alogue about event ideas. 
In terms of events, we 
hope to continue building 
upon what has become a 
strong tradition of annu-
al events with smaller, 
more accessible events 
sprinkled m between. 
Arts & Entertainment 
Trinity Chapel Singers to give final per£ ormance of the year 
such a talented group reg· 
ularly gracing Sunday ser-
vice. Those not regularly in 
attendance may find them· 
selves really enjoying the 
upcoming concert as it is a 
great way to expose oneself 
to a rich musical culture and 
a true Trinity tradition. 
ANDREW HATCH '17 
STAFF WRITER 
As the academic year 
winds down, it is time for 
the Chapel Singers' annual 
spring concert, held on April 
28, at 7:30 p.m. in the Chap· 
el. As the oldest student or-
ganization on campus, the 
Chapel Singers have truly 
endured the test of time, and 
provided generations of Trin· 
ity students, graduates and 
their families with beauti-
ful music. Gracing parishio-
ners throughout the service, 
the Chapel Singers' voices 
have a way of gently floating 
throughout the chapel, creat· 
ing a magnificent, even mys-
tical, effect. What particular-
ly strikes a listener about this 
group of 25 students is how 
different they all are as indi · 
viduals, yet when they blend 
their voices and personal feel· 
ings for the lyrics, the music 
becomes inspired. Listening 
to them reminds one of a por-
tion of a Maya Angelou quote, 
"in diversity there is beauty 
and there is strength." 
Devoted to their craft, 
members of the choir spend 
The Trinity College chapel singers m the courtyard of the Trinity Chapel. 
hours every week in practice 
to ensure every note, be it 
a thundering low or a lofty 
high, is perfect. This week's 
concert is certainly another 
fine example of these high 
standards. Under the direc· 
tion of John Rose, the Chap· 
el Singers, as a group, has 
truly flourished. During his 
near 40-year career with the 
chapel as Director of Chapel 
Music, and College organist, 
John Rose and the Chapel 
Singers have traveled both the 
country and the world bring· 
ing their melodic talents with 
them, be it at local churches or 
St. Paul's Cathedral, in Lon· 
don, England. The chapel is 
extremely fortunate to have 
This week's concert is 
the last for graduating se· 
niors, and it encompasses 
a large body of material in 
the English choral tradition, 
which they have rehearsed 
and performed throughout 
their time at Trinity. Pieces 
selected will include works 
by S. S. Wesley, and C. H. 
H. Parry, and a magnificent 
cantata by Benjamin Brit· 
ten, "Rejoice in the Lamb." 
This year, the Chapel 
Singers will be accompanied 
by world-renowned organ· 
ist, Trinity graduate, art-
ist·in·residence, Christopher 
Houlihan '09 and current or-
gan student Benjamin Gess· 
ner '18. This performance is 
not to be missed as it is a fi · 
nal chance for many to make 
the Chapel Singers a part of 
their Trinity tradition, like 
so many others before them. 
Cinestudio review: Julianne Moore in "Still Alice" 
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18 
STAFF WRITER 
A death in the family is a 
terrible thing, but more than 
that, it is deceptive. We imag· 
ine these moments of sorrow 
as poetic, or dramatic, or full 
of some kind of Shakespear-
ean energy. But the truth is 
that when bad news hits home, 
the world doesn't stop moving: 
a sunny day doesn't just turn 
into a rainy one to match your 
pain. Real heartbreak lives in 
the everyday - a living room, a 
restaurant, or a random phone 
call at three in the morning 
after what might have been a 
nice evening. Somehow, ran-
dom chance is not without a 
sense of irony. 
The story of "Still Alice" is 
not technically about a death 
in the family, but the same rule 
applies. When successful New 
York City phonetics professor 
Alice (Julianne Moore) begins 
to forget a few little things in 
her daily life, like a word here 
and there, or the name of a 
friend of a friend, she passes 
it off as just another simple 
symptom of aging. But soon, 
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Kristen Stewart (left) and Julianne Moore (right) in "Still Alice." 
it seems that there is some· 
thing more going on. She vis· 
its a neurologist, and the news 
is not good. Alice gathers her 
adult children together in one 
of those everyday living rooms, 
and tells them her situation -
she is a victim of the extremely 
rare illness known as early on· 
set Alzheimer's disease. 
This means that within a 
few years, with a quickly di· 
minishing ability to retain her 
memories, Alice will become 
more distant: her memory loss 
will quickly leave her without 
a personality, a stranger in 
her own life. Her family will 
support her - her three chil· 
dren (keep your eyes peeled 
for a predictably messy looking 
Kristen Stewart in one of her 
best roles) and her husband 
Wee Baldwin) are all blindsid-
ed by the news, but do not fully 
understand what is coming. 
For all her poise and seeming 
preparedness, neither does Al-
ice, and neither do we. 
Julianne Moore won the 
Oscar for Best Actress for her 
portrayal of Alice, and she de· 
served it. What she accomplish· 
es in this performance is at 
once sharp and intensely pre-
cise, and somehow also warm 
and reassuring. While Alice is 
a special movie - almost a call 
to arms in the supposedly lack· 
ing field of Alzheimer's care, 
the only thing you will remem· 
her is Julianne Moore and her 
gift for emotional involvement 
in her character. It's no under· 
statement to say that the entire 
film revolves around her - the 
main dynamic of "Still Alice" 
exists between Moore's Alice 
and the fading world around 
her. The other characters are 
poignant enough, but serve first 
and foremost to support and 
backdrop the radiant redhead 
for whom the part of Alice was 
certainly written. 
I mentioned deaths in the 
family earlier because these 
are what the film is designed to 
mirror - Alice knows that her 
disease will soon destroy her, 
no matter what happens. As 
she makes preparations for the 
future, and says goodbye to her 
family in every way that doesn't 
actually include saying those 
words, the solid grounding of 
reality begins to fade, and gives 
way to a rain washed slur of an 
existence, like a name written 
on a wall that begins to seep 
away over time. We feel her go· 
ing: It was probably tempting 
to show us Alice's Journey as 
an episodic one, hopping from 
scene to scene and from one 
memory· loss gaff to another, 
but thankfully it is not so sim· 
ple. Alice is not a child, and she 
tries her hardest to face up to 
her grim future. The film's best 
and most devastating device is 
a certain video file that Alice 
leaves for herself- for when all 
hope is lost. 
As her mind fades, she be· 
gins to exist more and more in 
the memories of those around 
her, easing from the present 
to the past tense. But because 
nothing is ever really lost, 
Alice is simply walking down 
the path from her full and viv· 
id life into a place of existence 
only within the memories of 
her loved ones: her own have 
failed her. 
"Still Alice" is as sadden· 
ing as it is cathartic. It seems 
tailor made as a vehicle to the 
Best Actress Oscar, and so ev· 
ery scene is structured care· 
fully to bring out the best in 
Julianne Moore. That does not 
mean it doesn't have heart, 
though. In fact, while our her· 
oine is still fighting against 
her illness, just as long as she 
keeps trying to win her bat· 
tle, we're right there with her, 
helping her along to whatever 
end. In other words, the view· 
er never gives up on her: We 
do not expect a recovery, but 
we wish to help her to her find 
some kind of peace. 
And so, "Still Alice" is to 
be commended not simply 
for being a tearjerker, (trust 
me, it is) but more impor· 
tantly for finding something 
beautiful and simple in one of 
the most dark and miserable 
places imaginable. After all, 
it is sometimes only by losing 
something that we can really 
understand it. 
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Film department to hold first annual shorts film festival 
continued from page 1 
of not only talented film-
makers but also actors 
and writers. It is the mis· 
sion of the film depart· 
ment to assist filmmak-
ers in anyway possible to 
help them produce films 
of such a high quality. 
Students in introducto-
ry film courses were giv-
en guidance, but artistic 
freedom when it came 
to developing and even· 
tually producing a film. 
From writing the script, 
to making the final ed-
its, the process is entirely 
done by Trinity students. 
Since there currently was 
no festival to showcase 
the talented pool of stu-
dents at Trinity, it became 
the department's mission 
to develop one that will 
continue for many years 
to come. 
In addition to the in-
augural film festival, this 
year brought two ma -
jor additions to the Film 
Department. First, the 
department, was able to 
open the film house in 
Allen Place. It presently 
houses our film equip· 
ment and provides film· 
makers with the space 
and equipment they need 
in order to produce and 
edit their movies. Trinity 
has many pieces of film 
equipment available for 
students in the depart-
ment to use in pursuit of 
bringing their dreams to 
creation. It has addition· 
al space for screening fr 
nal productions and, in 
the future, the film de-
partment hopes to open 
the house for dinner and 
a movie. Those involved 
with the new space also 
plan to invite a small 
group of students to view 
a professor's favorite 
movie, share a dinner 
together and engage in 
post-movie discussion. 
Secondly, in order to bet· 
ter help filmmakers con· 
nect with potential ac· 
tors, the film department 
created FAME: filmmak-
ers, actors, musicians, 
and enthusiasts. It is the 
department's hope that 
by creating this organiza -
tion, they can help facili-
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Christy Boyle '15 and Andrew Hatch '17 handing out t-shirts to promote the shorts film festival. 
tate filmmakers to meet 
potential actors. Many 
of the actors were people 
who otherwise would not 
be involved in the movie 
making process. FAME 
started off with a small 
meet-and-greet in hopes 
that it will grow into a 
valuable resource film-
makers and actors can 
depend on. 
Nearly one-hundred 
students are involved in 
the short film f es ti val 
and it will be a fantastic 
way to support the work 
of the Trinity Film De-
partment. It could also 
prove to be the creative 
spark that will push an 
aspiring filmmaker to get 
involved and submit their 
own projects. 
Trinity Bantam Artist of the week: Zoe Cennammi '17 
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18 
STAFF WRITER 
Zoe Cennami, '1 7, is 
an integral part of Trini-
ty College's artistic com· 
munity. She is in Trini-
ty's musical house, The 
Mill, and also interns at 
Tai Soo Kim Partners for 
10 hours a week. At Tai 
Soo Kim Partners, she 
builds wooden models of 
various buildings, such 
as schools. She is an art 
history major with an ar-
chitectural studies minor 
and she looks to famous 
architect Le Corbusier 
for inspiration on a daily 
basis. "I would love to be 
an architect after college," 
said Cennami. "I want to 
go into work everyday 
and love what I do." 
Her ideal architectur-
al styles are gothic and 
Islamic. She specifically 
wants to design new sus· 
tainable buildings and 
help current buildings be-
come more environmen-
tally friendly. Not only is 
she an artist, but also a 
philanthropist. Cennami 
said, "I would love to trav· 
el and help the underpriv· 
ileged build better homes 
for their families-homes 
that have working water 
and sanitary living condi-
tions." 
Cennami, passionate 
about her internship and 
clubs on campus, joined 
the Mill in September of 
2014 and is currently on 
the e· board as the art di-
rector. She manages the 
studio arts in the house, 
which involves choosing 
paintings and photo-
graphs to be displayed. 
Her efforts have led to a 
new photo studio and a 
place for students to paint 
and draw. The Mill host-
ed two art gallery events 
this year. The first was 
called "Alternative beau-
ty." The gallery expressed 
a love for different types 
of beauty by portraying 
black and white photos 
of dying flowers and un-
conventional tattoos. The 
second gallery event that 
Cennammi helped put to-
gether was held this past 
Sunday, April 19 at the 
Mill It was titled "Opti-
misinimalist Art." Cen -
nami told the Tripod, "I 
joined the Mill because 
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Cennammi's chalk painting shows hands holding her grandmother's watch. 
I wanted to meet people 
who were artsy and dif-
ferent ... a crowd outside 
of track, friends, classes, 
and the rest of Trinity." 
She had always been in -
terested in art, and the 
Mill provided the perfect 
opportunity to expand 
her artistic ability and 
meet new friends. 
In addition to being 
part of the Mill, Cennami 
is a member of the Trin -
ity College Track team, 
part of the Outdoors club, 
and Habitat for Humani-
ty. In her spare time, she 
likes to draw still lives 
and people. She prefers 
to work in pencil and 
chalk. She is looking for-
ward to continuing her 
artistic career by taking 
an oil painting class next 
semester. In high school, 
Cennami was a master 
of acrylic painting, as 
she drew landscapes and 
fruit. She finds art to be 
an escape. "Sometimes 
when I am in a bad mood, 
I'll find a quiet place and 
just draw. Art is an ex-
pression of your emotions 
and perception of life. 
Everyone sees things in 
a different way, and I feel 
like art allows you to not 
only understand some· 
one in a different light, 
but also allows people 
to converse and spread 
their ideas." 
SPORTS 
Men's Lacrosse ends season with nail-biter against Amherst 
WILLIAM SNAPE IV '18 
STAFF WRITER 
This past Wednesday the 
Men's Lacrosse squad marched 
out to Jessee Miller Field for 
their last match of the 2014-15 
season, and the last time elev· 
en seniors would put on their 
Bantam uniforms. Needless 
to say, emotions were running 
high, and the boys came out 
firing at the start of the game, 
taking a quick 3·0 lead in just 
over four and half minutes of 
play. On the opposing bench 
stood Amherst College, and 
despite sporting their hideous 
school color scheme, and hav· 
ing arguably the worst mascot 
on the East Coast (The Lord 
Jefferies), the team has had a 
strong season and came into 
the match with only one loss 
to Middlebury back in March. 
However, the game is not 
played on paper, and it was 
clear from the opening faceoff, 
that the team was ready to 
compete. 
The Bantams got on the 
board first with an unassisted 
goal from midfielder Michael 
McQuiston '16 who blasted it 
by Amherst's corn-fed keeper 
out of Kentucky, Cody Tran· 
barger. McQuiston would go 
on to have a career day, and 
continued to give Tranbarger 
trouble throughout the game. 
The Bantams scored two more 
-
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Men's Lacrosse fought hard against fifth ranked Amherst but were unable to hold the lead. 
quick goals to give them a 3-0 
lead at the start of the game. 
But Amherst battled back, 
and had a four goal run later 
in the quarter to end the first 
leg of the game at five goals 
apiece. This quarter would 
foreshadow a long, back·and· 
forth offensive showcase for 
the remainder of the game that 
would have six ties and seven 
lead changes. 
In the second quarter, both 
teams went on a set of consec· 
utive goals, that resulted in 
a 9·7 lead for the Lord Jeffs 
heading into halftime. Am-
herst goalie Tranbarger and 
backup goalie out of Mem · 
phis, Tennessee, Rob Dickin · 
son, headed out of the locker 
room early for warm-ups while 
fondly exchanging stories from 
their youth. Tranbarger was 
overheard reminiscing his first 
time cow tipping, and Dickin · 
son was quick to counter with 
a riveting tale of his first kiss 
on the local hay bale ride. The 
two's combined 4 7 cousins 
all made an appearance, and 
made up over half of the Am-
herst fan section. 
Trinity came out of the 
halftime with a fast break and 
dominated the third quarter, . 
outscoring Amherst 5-1. Mi-
chael McQuiston put an excla-
mation point on the quarter 
by putting his sixth goal of the 
day past Farmer Tranbarger. 
This time it was Trinity who 
went into the break with a two 
goal lead, 12-10. The stage 
was set for an exciting final 
quarter filled with a lot of goal 
scoring. 
After starting the fourth 
quarter with three unanswered 
goals, Amherst took a 13· 12 
lead with just over five min· 
utes left in the contest. Trinity 
knotted it up again just a min· 
ute later, and it appeared that 
the game would be headed to 
overtime until Amherst middie 
Connor Sheehan '18 scored off 
an assist from Quinn Maroney 
'16. Maroney had six assists in 
the game, however his perfor-
mance was overshadowed by 
Trinity's McQuiston's six goals. 
Mutual friends of Maroney re· 
port his girlfriend changed her 
Facebook status to "it's compli· 
cated" after receiving a copy of 
the stats sheet. The Bantams 
were left with a bad taste in 
the their mouth, capping the 
season off with a loss on Senior 
Day. The Lord Jeffs left with 
the taste of hush puppies in 
their mouths, courtesy of Tran· 
barger and Dickinson. 
On a serious note, it's a dis· 
appointing loss, and not the 
way any team wants to end 
their season. Despite a 4·11 
record on paper, Trinity battled 
all season and had several close 
games against formidable op· 
ponents that don't show up on 
the score sheet. The team com· 
bated injuries all season long, 
and while the team graduates 
eleven seniors, there is a ton 
of talent amongst the younger 
players, and a lot of potential 
for the coming seasons. 
Baseball advances to 14-13 with wins against Middlebury 
KELSEY BARADZI '18 
STAFF WRITER 
This past Saturday, 
tri-captain Sean Meekins 
'15 and Jed Robinson '16 
allowed six hits and two 
runs, combined over 13 in-
nings with 13 strikeouts, 
to lead the Trinity College 
Bantams to a 4/8-2/0 dou-
bleheader sweep (two 7s) 
against the visiting Mid-
dlebury College Panthers 
in baseball action. Trinity 
improved to 14-13, while 
the Panthers fell to 3-19. 
Meekins was shaky 
out of the gate, walking 
the first two batters of 
the game and yielding a 
two-out, two-run double 
to Middlebury designated 
hitter, John Luke, in the 
first inning. Trinity got 
both runs back in the third 
inning, as D.H. Jonathan 
Frank '18 led off with a 
single and scored after a 
double by second baseman 
Connor Sullivan '16 and 
a Middlebury error. Ban-
tam center fielder Evan 
Abraham '15 drove home 
Sullivan with a single to 
tie the game at 2-2 after 
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After a tough loss to in-state rival, Western Connecticut, Trinity rallied for the at home action. 
three innings, and Trinity 
took the lead for good on a 
lead-off, solo bomb to left 
field by short stop Adam 
Moossmann '15 in the 
fourth frame. Tri-captain 
Carson Kenney added an 
RBI single in the sixth in-
ning to round out the scor-
ing, and Meekins allowed 
just two runners past first 
base from the second in-
ning to the sixth before 
lefty reliever Sam Jordan 
'1 7 came on in the seventh 
to collect a save. 
In the second game, 
Robinson tossed a two-hit 
shutout with two walks 
and five K's, and third 
baseman Dan Pidgeon '16 
went 3-for-4 with a dou-
ble, a steal, and two runs 
scored for Trinity. The 
Bantams scored four times 
in the second inning on a 
two-run single by Sulli -
van, and a two-run double 
by Nick Pezzella '17. Mid-
dlebury committed two 
errors in the inning and 
subsequently· four runs 
were allowed by Panther 
first-year starter Robert 
Erickson. Trinity tacked 
on three more in the 
fourth frame, tri-captain 
Bryan Wolfe '15 provided 
an RBI single and both 
Brendan Pierce '18 and 
Moossmann doubled home 
runs. Kenney delivered 
an RBI single in the fifth 
inning for the final run of 
the game. Middlebury did 
not advance a runner past 
first base until the seventh 
frame with the bases load-
ed up on a single by Raj 
Palekar and a Bantam er-
ror, but Robinson retired 
the final two batters to 
close it out. 
Meekins improved to 
3-1, allowing four hits and 
walking three with eight 
strikeouts, while Middle-
bury senior Eric Truss fell 
to 2-4 with eight hits and 
three earned runs allowed, 
one walk, and five K's over 
six innings of work. Erick-
son dropped to 0-5. Luke 
was 3-for-5 for the day for 
Middlebury, while Ken-
ney and Sullivan for both 
3-for-5 for Trinity, and 
Wolfe finished 3-for-6 for 
the Bantam offense. 
aJrtnttu <ttnlltgt Inside Sports: Baseball & Men's Lax 
Tripod Athlete of the Week: Martha Griffin '16 
ANTHONY ZUCARO '16 
STAFF WRITER 
The Trinity College Wom-
en's Lacrosse Team has 
devastated the NESCAC 
throughout their season 
and is prepared to take out 
Tufts in their highly antic-
ipated playoff run. One of 
the highlights of this al-
ready astounding team is 
midfielder Martha Griffin 
'16, who has left a huge im-
pact on the team during her 
stay at Trinity. In her soph-
omore year alone Griffin led 
in team goals at 42, which 
contributed to making her 
the 9th highest scorer in 
the NESCAC at 62 goals. 
Griffin was also nominated 
for the IWLCA Division III 
All-Berkshire Region First 
Team and she has only im-
proved. This year, Griffin 
was nominated for the 2015· 
Tewaaraton Award, which 
recognizes the best male and 
female lacrosse player in 
the nation. Considering that 
she's the only non-Division I 
nominee for the award, Grif· 
fin's play has made a huge 
impression on the college la-
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Martha Griffin '16 made national news as the only D-III to be nominated for the Tewaataton Award. 
crosse community. that he is so proud of the ed to pursue in college, so I 
A driving factor behind athlete I have become and I joined Revolution Lacrosse 
Griffin's love of sports has must say that I owe it all to (REV) - a club team out of 
always been her father. "He him." While Griffin's father Massachusetts. REV was 
is without a doubt my num· guided her through athlet· intense! I had never dedicat· 
her one fan and throughout ics, her decision to pursue ed more time to one sport in 
my whole life has always lacrosse was a late one. "I my life, but it was definitely 
supported me in any athletic did not start playing lacrosse worth it and got me here!" 
endeavor I jumped into. He until my freshman year of This intense program 
may not understand all the high school, so in the begin- certainly helped to develop 
rules of women's lacrosse, ning my experience with the Griffin and her team. The 
but when I look up into the sport was very carefree! It team has an almost perfect 
stands I can see the joy that wasn't until my junior year record of 15·1, with one of 
comes from him watching me that I decided that lacrosse the season's highlights be-
play the sport I love. I know may be a sport that I want- ing a 16-7 win against rival 
Middlebury. "Every year 
our Middlebury game is 
intense. Not only are they 
some of the best competition 
in the NESCAC, but the two 
teams have a long historic 
rivalry. With that said, this 
year came with a bit of extra 
baggage because it was our 
senior day! I was so happy 
when we pulled out with a 
big win. It was a great mo-
ment for the seniors and the 
team as a whole." Overall, 
Griffin is looking forward 
to the rest of the playoffs. 
"Coming off last weekend's 
win, I can only see things go-
ing up from here. Our coach 
expects us to come out to ev· 
ery game and every practice 
seeking to improve from the 
one before - and I believe 
that we have done just that 
since the start of our season. 
Not only is one of our best 
players and senior captain, 
Caroline Hayes, rejoining us 
from an injury, but this team 
has so much potential and 
such a desire to get back to 
that national championship 
game. I believe we will and 
I can only hope we take it 
home this time around." 
Difficult finish for both Men and Women's Tennis 
JUSTIN FORTIER '18 
SPORTS EDITOR 
On April 25 the Trinity 
College Women's Tennis 
Team dropped a 6-3 de-
cision against the Skid-
more College Thorough-
breds. Trinity dropped to 
6-8, closing the regular 
season with two losses, 
while Skidmore improved 
to 11-8. Bantam co-cap-
tain Melita Ferjanic '16 
won in singles and dou-
bles for the Bantams, 
teaming with classmat~ 
Morgan Feldman '16 for 
a 9-7 triumph at No. 1 
doubles and posting a 
hard-fought win at the 
top of the singles ladder, 
2-6, 7-7 (7-3), 10-5. Rook-
ie Vanja Babunski '18 
from Serbia won, 6-1, 6-3 
at No. 3 singles to record 
the third and final Trini-
ty point. 
At Wesleyan on April 
22, the Women's team 
had suffered a similar 
loss 7-2. Trinity's two 
points came from singles 
play where Feldman both 
secured straight set vie· 
tories at the number two 
and number three slots 
respectively. 
The visiting Trinity 
College Bantams domi-
nated doubles play and 
the top-half of the singles 
ladder in a 6-3 victory 
over the Colby College 
Mules on April 19. Trin-
ity outscored Colby by a 
combined tally of 24 -3 in 
doubles and won 6-0, 6-1, 
at No. 1 and No. 2 singles, 
and 6-1, 6-1 at third sin-
gles. 
The Trinity College 
Men's Tennis Team ended 
the regular season with a 
5-lloss at No. 14 Williams 
on Wednesday after· 
noon in NESCAC action. 
The Bantams will enter 
the post-season with a 
10-4 overall record and 
5-3 mark in league play, 
while the Ephs stand at 
9-8 on the year and 3-3 in 
conference tilts heading 
into the final weekend of 
the regular season. 
Trinity's lone point 
on that afternoon came 
via an 8-6 victory at No. 
3 doubles by the tandem 
of Ilya Levin '15 and Ru-
tendo Matingo '17. The 
match at No. 1 was tightly 
contested as the Bantam 
duo of Ford Traff III '16 
and quad-captain Musyo-
ka Mbithi '15 dropped an 
8-6 decision. 
took singles matches at 
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 4 to 
seal the victory. 
On April 19, the Men's 
team had a decisive win 
over the Colby Mules 
with a final score of 7-2. 
At the number one dou-
bles slot Traff and Mbithi 
narrowly edged out the 
Colby oppostion 9-8. 
Other wins came with 
a little more ease, Dan 
Carpenter '15 and David 
Myers '15 took the num-
her two doubles slot 8-3, 
while the number three 
doubles match was won 
by Colby 8-4. 
The singles matches 
were won at every level 
except the number two 
slot where Mbithi fell, 
4-6, 3-6. Carpenter won 
at first singles while Mat-
ingo locked in the third 
singles position. Traff, 
Levin and Ned Mandel 
'15 all won is straight 
sets as well only allowing 
a combined eight games 
to be scored by the fourth, 
fifth and sixth Colby sin -
gles players. 
For both the Men 
an the Women the con-
ference tournament is 
scheduled to begin on 
May 1 and the teams are 
still awaiting the final 
bracket information to be 
released later this week. 
Both teams are predicted 
to be in the middle of the 
bracket. 
The contest was played ~ COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu 
to comP!fffc© ~ WiH~}1§i.s The Men had a conference record of 5-3, with losses to Bowdoin, Amherst and Williams. 
